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Abstract. Multi-view conceptual modeling provides means for representing,
with diagrammatic means, the knowledge describing a "system under study"
whose complexity cannot be captured in a single comprehensible
representation. Typical examples are available in the field of enterprise
modeling, where models are inherently layered or partitioned, a feature that
must be enabled at meta-modeling level by means of abstraction and
decomposition. Multi-view modeling must provide means for coping with the
complexity of enterprise knowledge representations through consistency
preservation techniques across multiple, interrelated views. The paper at hand
formulates the conceptual functions fulfilled by multi-view modeling and
provides a demonstrative implementation in the context of the Semantic Object
Model enterprise modeling method.
Keywords: Multi-view modeling, diagrammatic knowledge representation,
metamodeling
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Introduction

Diagrammatic conceptual models as means of knowledge representation emerged at
the intersection of knowledge management (seen as a specialization of intangible asset
management) and knowledge engineering (seen as a specialization of artificial
intelligence). They can be involved in the typical scenarios and stages addressed by
the knowledge science, as identified by [1] (e.g., process mining/discovery, reasoning,
organizational knowledge creation). One particular concern that distinguishes
diagrammatic modeling from non-visual knowledge representation is a decomposition
requirement, and a particular answer to this is multi-view modeling, where different
types of models represent different facets of the same system. Their consistency must
be preserved due to existing structural or semantic dependencies. Depending on the
application domain, various meanings for the “view” and “multi-view modeling”
notions are implied (cf. [2] for an overview). In the following, multi-view modeling
methods are considered a specialized instantiation of the generic modeling method
definition introduced by Karagiannis and Kühn [3]. Conceptual viewpoints may be

conceived by defining metamodel partitions with different conceptual coverage,
having structural or semantic dependencies between their concepts. We hereby reduce
their consistency preservation strategies to two techniques defined on an conceptual
level - state translation and transition translation – then we illustrate the two
techniques by implementing them for the Semantic Object Model (SOM) enterprise
modeling method [4]. The proof-of-concept modeling tool is hosted by the Open
Model Initiative Laboratory 1 (OMiLAB) [5].
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 states the research
challenges and discusses related works. In Section 3, the two proposed techniques are
formulated as abstract patterns on a metamodeling level. These are instantiated in a
modelling tool [6] implemented for an illustrative project-based case in Section 4.
Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
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Research challenges and related works

The work started its investigation from trying to understand the rationale for which
views are necessary in enterprise modeling (addressed by Section 1). Further on, we
faced the following challenges when engineering new modeling methods and
developing modeling tools for concrete cases: RC1. What techniques are necessary
on metamodeling level to preserve consistency in multi-view diagrammatic knowledge
representation? RC2. How can these techniques be instantiated for concrete cases of
enterprise view representation?
While the multi-view concept is not an innovation in itself, in the existing literature
it has been employed as means of facilitating separation of concerns in the contexts of
enterprise architecture frameworks or software engineering. Standards such as
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011 prescribe software architecture design methodologies that
acknowledge the need for viewpoint specifications. Software engineering typically
deals with a three-layered schema (physical, conceptual, external according to
ANSI/X3/SPARC [7]) or a four-view schema (development, process, physical, logical, according to the 4+1 model [8]).
[9] investigates four domain-specific modeling language tools supporting viewbased modeling from an industrial background and builds a taxonomy for view-based
domain-specific modeling. However, the authors focus on the specification of the
views and not on the consistent utilization of multi-view modeling. [10] developed
multi-view modeling principles for the SOM method, contrasting diagram-oriented
and system-oriented approaches. Recently, [11] characterized a set of multi-view
modeling approaches in the context of embedded and cyber-physical systems. The
work of [12] provides a multi-view method without considering consistency
preservation strategies at metamodeling level, while [13] integrates views weakly by
means of annotative semantic relations.
None of the identified approaches discusses multi-view modeling on a generic
level taking into account not only the origin of the viewpoints – the decomposition
1
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requirement – but also the processing of the multiple views by means of modeling
operations and the inconsistencies raised by their execution.
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Preserving consistency in multi-view models

Knowledge representation traditionally deals with rule processing, either in the form
of domain-specific heuristics or in the form of deductive/production rules. The aim
is to generate explicit representations of implicit knowledge or to check consistency
of integrated representations. We transfer this desideratum to diagrammatic conceptual modeling and distinguish two consistency preservation techniques. Thus we also
narrow down the generic multi-view modeling framework of [14] into:
• The viewpoint (VPj, VPk) is the metamodel part covered by a type of model. It
contains only those concepts from the holistic enterprise metamodel which are relevant to the viewpoint according to the decomposition requirement;
• the view (v1, v2, …) is the model, thus an instance of a viewpoint;
• the instance function (µ(Viewpoint, state)) relates a state of the system under
study to a view, also considering the viewpoint as a schema, hence delimiting the
modeling constructs based on the viewpoint specification and the knowledge base
describing the state to be modeled;
• the operation Op() alters the content of a model (v), shifting it in another state (v`);
• the consistency preserving function T(), which can be instantiated to state translation (ΤS) and transition translation (ΤT).

Fig. 1. ΤS for Views-by-generation

Fig. 2 ΤT for Views-by-design

In the views-by-generation approach, state translations (ΤS) specify the transformation of a complete view v1 (reflecting a system state from viewpoint VPj) into a
new view v2 (reflecting the same system state from a different viewpoint VPk). At the
time the transformation terminates, consistency must be ensured by the translation
specification. Whenever the view v1 is altered by applying some editing operation
Op(), the state translation must be executed again on the output (v1') to generate a new
consistent view (v2'). Hence, consistency preservation is decoupled from the editing

operation Op(). On the metamodeling level, state translations typically have an algorithmic or formal rule-based implementation, triggered manually by the modeler.
In the views-by-design approach, transition translations (ΤT) specify the transformation of the effects of a modeling operation Op1, applied to v1, into a semantically equivalent operation Op2 that needs to be applied to v2. Thus, transition translations
integrate the multiple views in a dynamic manner.
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Preserving consistency in the SOM modeling method

The SOM method [4] enables integrated modeling of enterprises by combining three
layers. Each layer is further decomposed into multiple viewpoints. On the first layer,
the enterprise plan layer is specified using the viewpoints object system and target
system; hereby taking an external perspective on the enterprise. At the central layer,
the business process layer, business processes (bp) are described from an internal
perspective composing four viewpoints: Interaction Schema (IAS), Task-Event
Schema (TES), Object Decomposition Schema (ODS), and Transaction Decomposition Schema (TDS). The business application system layer specifies the resources from an internal perspective composing the viewpoints: Schema of Task
Classes (TAS) and Schema of Conceptual Classes (COS). On each layer different
multi-view modeling approaches are utilized as discussed in the following.
4.1

Transition translations for SOM views-by-design modeling

Fig. 3 illustrates the integrated metamodel of the bp layer of SOM. The metamodels
of IAS and TES, visualized using dashed boxes, are overlapping, e.g., the concept
Business Transaction is part of both, IAS and TES. The ODS and TDS models solely
visualize the hierarchical decompositions of Business Objects and Business Transactions, respectively.

Fig. 3. Views-by-design in SOM modeling [4]

SOM also specifies the initial business process model the modeler interacts with
simultaneously, following the views-by-design approach. SOM defines modeling
operations a modeler applies in order to refine the initial model. These rules are specified formally [15] using the modeling constructs of the integrated metamodel. The

effects of applying a modeling operation to one view are immediately transformed
into semantically equivalent changes to all other affected views (i.e., transition translations). Changing the name of a business transaction in e.g., the TDS would immediately cause corresponding changes of the names of the dependent business transactions in the IAS and TES viewpoints.
4.2

State translations for SOM views-by-generation modeling

SOM utilizes a top down approach. Hence, modelers should start with the enterprise plan, then define the bp models, and finally specify the business application
systems. Considering adjoining layers, state translations are utilized for views-bygeneration modeling. Initial TAS and COS are generated using state translations,
realized using metamodel-based model transformations. Whenever TAS and COS are
generated, consistent is given. Changes to the derived TAS and COS are not considered in the business process layer, i.e., no transition translations are specified.

Fig. 4. Views-by-generation in in SOM modeling

Fig. 4 illustrates the specification for the state translations (on the left side) and exemplarily their application (on the right side) in the implemented SOM tool [6]. Generally, the transformations are based on a comprehensive SOM bp model consisting of
four views. Due to limited space, the state translation between bp views and the COS
view is exemplified. Business Transactions of the bp are transformed into transaction-specific Objecttypes in the COS (rule 1). Rule 2 transforms internal events into
corresponding interacts_with relationships, connecting the transformed transactionspecific Objecttypes in order to preserve the process behaviour.
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Conclusions and future work

The paper at hand introduced two consistency preservation techniques for multi-view
knowledge representation through diagrammatic models – state translation and transition translation. The techniques were evaluated through instantiation in the SOM
modeling tool which is regularly used for experimentation and didactic purposes at
three universities. Future work focuses on a) the further application of the hereby

introduced techniques for implementing an extensive corpus of established enterprise
modeling methods; b) the integration of the presented techniques into MUVIEMOT, a
conceptual modeling method for multi-view modeling tools [16]; c) the identification
of multi-view requirements that cannot be supported with the presented techniques.
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